
Introduction to the Gift that Explodes 

 Unbeknownst to you, perhaps, this gifting, as providing a space, place, 

opening in a cluttered field, crowded home, busied life. 

 Daughter, in your hunger for place, blank notebooks, world to fill, in your 

own spectacularly voracious, almost frenetic creation and plunder of bright 

pages, you thought of me, fashioned an extra, opened another world in our home. 

 This one.  Of recycled paper, compiled and designed by hand and stapled 

together, clean as fresh snow and designated as if by the magical mind of a sprite 

or god – “Notebook” – with a strong directive to open and burst, as if I had it in 

me to gather myself and aim, I might Big Bang into a possible and potential 

universe. 

 Thank you dear strong heart – for giving me a sacred room – a safe and 

boundaried medium where I might enter at will, wander about and perhaps 

discover a thing or two, locate traces that might even remind me of me – playing 

with sounds and shapes, calls and codes – those orphic gibberishes they used to 

chant to coax the mysteries.  What were those – spells?  Charms?  No.  Why does my 

mind work like this – have such clear and specific sensing of exactly what it seeks – 

send out all the troops to “perfink” (perceive. feel. think.) it, only to bubble around 

it as if by anti-magnetism? 

 My vocabulary as finicky as my ever-altering surround. 

 Yet if you get my meaning, the mot juste would only be a delicious delicacy, 

a cherry plopped on the sensuous cream of a sundae.  We enjoy those little extras, 

though – delights – as ubiquitously available as these wonders are – why are 

pleasures so hard to come by? 

 And then, unsuspectedly, you slip this white wick into my hands, leaving it 

to me to light the fuse. 

 Fuse lit.  Now to follow where it burns… 


